
Video: Kiev’s Military Operations “Switched to Terrorist Strategy”

Description

UKRAINE: Since the proudly announced counteroffensive of the Ukrainian Army in the south 
has not happened, and more and more territories of the country are coming under the control 
of Russian forces, the Kiev regime which vitally needs to declare any victories has switched to 
a terrorist strategy of military operations.

Over the past week, the Russian ground forces have won several important victories on the front lines.

On August 19, the headquarters of the territorial defense of the DPR confirmed full control of the town
of Zaitsevo and small village of Dacha located on the northern outskirts of Gorlovka. The Ukrainian
units deployed in the area saved their own lives and surrendered. Fighting has been ongoing there
since 2014. The Armed Forces of Ukraine held control in the north of the town, from where they
constantly shelled civilians in the areas under DPR control.

In the Donetsk region, after the town of Peski came under control of the DPR, fighters of the 11th
regiment of the DPR and famous Somalia battalion are moving towards Pervomaisky and Nevelsky.

Near Ugledar, the Ukrainian command was forced to transfer reserves in order to restrain the offensive
of the allied forces. On August 21, Russian reconnaissance units reportedly entered the village of
Pavlovka.

Instead of the counteroffensive in the south promised by Kiev, Russian forces claimed victories in the
Nikolaev region.

Russian units advanced in the village of Blagodatnoye located 40 kilometers to the west of Nikolaev.
According to preliminary reports, Russian servicemen managed to dislodge forces of the 63 separate
mechanized brigade of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and establish control over the village. This is the
area from where Ukrainian troops have been trying to develop any offensive for the last two months.

Losing on the front lines, the Ukrainian military is busy carrying terrorist attacks against Russians in
DPR, LPR as well as on the Russian territories. The Ukrainian military has already shelled civilians in
Donetsk with PFM-1 mines. They continue attacks on the Zaporozhskaya Nuclear power plant and the
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Kakhovskaya power station, threatening the world with ecological catastrophes. Ukrainian saboteurs
attempt to attack military and civilian facilities in Crimea and other Russian regions.

The Kiev regime does not stop and continues attacks on pro-Russian officials in the territories under
Russian control.

On August 20, the mayor of Mariupol survived an assassination attempt. In early August, another
assassination attempt targeted the deputy head of the Novokakhovskaya administration for Communal
Services.

On August 20, a car explosion killed Darya Dugina. The young woman worked as a political
comentator and she was included in the Western sanctions lists. She was the daughter of the famous
Russian philosopher and political scientist Alexander Dugin. Being the founder of neo-Eurasianism he
became one of the most influential thinkers in Russia.
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